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Hello darlings 

It is day 240 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I have a question for you. Do you 

question the status quo in your life and society? 

Last night I was watching the Wanda Sykes Netflix special and at times found 

myself having bellyache laughs. It is quite evident that she does not like or 

approve of the American president, and a lot of her jokes were related to or 

directed at him. 

She used the term, “this is just not normal” frequently, and this got me thinking 

once again about what’s “normal” and what’s not. 

I think humanity is on the brink of a massive shift in consciousness, and now’s the 

time to be questioning the status quo of the systems we’ve created for ourselves. 

We live by a set of norms and values and do everything within our power to 

uphold or enforce these strictures, but is it time for us to consider changing them? 

Things that we’ve deemed “normal” 

in politics this past century is no longer 

working for people. As we step more 

fully into authentic self-expression, 

people want political leaders also to 

be authentic and truthful.  

Of course in the USA currently the 

truth seems to be long gone in the 

political arena, but then I have to ask 

myself are these blatant lies, not an 

opportunity for people to create a 

truly honest and transparent society. 

What I mean by that is this. For 

centuries, people in positions of power 

have lied to the masses. Often the lie 

has been most subtle and almost 

indiscernible, but they’ve been lies nevertheless.  

At times, they have hoodwinked us, and other times we’ve chosen to play the 

game and go along with them. It’s the change makers who decided, “hell no! 

We’re not accepting this shit!” and have exposed the lies and opposed them 

vehemently and this has brought about some changes in society.  

However, the masses have chosen, out of either complacency or ignorance, to 

play the game and allow the lies to slide, and this has become the norm. We 

“expect” our politicians to lie to us; we “expect” them to be self-serving and 

corruptible, even slightly. We “expect” nothing to change… this is the normal most 

of the world lives with, and this is not normal. 
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I don’t want to make this snippet about politics, because it’s not, it’s about 

challenging the status quo in our lives. 

Look at the aspects of your life that you consider “normal,” perhaps they’re 

anything but.  

How do you think about yourself? Are you continually judging and condemning 

yourself, expecting yourself to fulfil the judgments you’ve created? How do you 

speak about yourself to others? Is it in a self-deprecating manner or perhaps you 

play small so that others won’t see your bright shining light? Just so that you know 

darling, that is not normal. It may be the learned behaviour of your existence and 

what you perceive to be normal, but it’s not.  

How do your relationships look? Are they fraught with conflict or perhaps you’re 

tolerating the people in your life until better or different people come along? Is 

your loving relationship, loving, or do you feel everything but love? Are you scared 

to make a change because you’re scared of the unknown? We know that even 

bad relationships can grow on us like a second skin, that doesn’t make them 

good.  

Perhaps there are firmly entrenched behaviour patterns in your life that you don’t 

think you can change them. When you keep a small stone in your shoe, it will 

cause a blister. If untreated, this can fester and create disease in your foot, 

eventually leading to deformation. Many of us have created some form of 

deformity for ourselves, believing we cannot change our behaviours. It’s time to 

challenge that status quo and see it as the bullshit that it is! Everything can be 

changed if this is our choice, darling.  

One of the worst feelings is that of disempowerment. When we feel that our 

actions are insignificant and will not lead to a change, we must remember that in 

our individual lives, we can achieve anything we set our minds too, so that is never 

a suitable argument.  

Of course change of any sort will cause discomfort and even pain, but I’d rather 

experience the pain of change that the slow drowning death of living in status 

quo. What about you, darling?  

On a macro or political level, we should never feel that working towards the 

society we wish to live in is insignificant or improbable of creating change. This is 

not true. The more we become aware and live consciously, we will make more 

conscious choices. A conscious decision is always far more powerful than an 

unconscious one. We are each responsible for waking up and challenging the 

status quo. What we choose to believe is normal in society is anything but, let’s 

start making conscious, life-enhancing choices that will bring life to all of us in the 

communities in which we live.  

 


